By L we shall denote the special linear three-dimensional group SL(3,3)
over Fs of order 243313. Let K be the 27-dimensional module for L with character 1, + 26, (in Atlas notation). We want to show that, up to multiplication by scalars, there is a unique Jordan algebra structure on K which is L invariant.
As a corollary to this result, we obtain the following addition to our work in [l] . 
Proof.
Let r be a field of characteristic not 2 or 3. Adjoint to r a primitive cube root o of 1 if necessary. Suppose * is a Jordan algebra structure on the 27-dimensional vector space K over I which is preserved by F. We denote the unit by 1. Thus, for all x, y E K, 1*x=x,
(CC* y)* y* = (r* y2)* y, where y2 = y* y.
Let the vector o0 E K span the unique one-dimensional fixed L-invariant l-space of K. Since the unit 1 E K must be L-fured, o,, is a scalar multiple of 1. Thus, after suitably scaling v,,, we may and will assume v(j = 1.
(1)
We shall first describe the representation of L on K. Let U be an L-invariant complement of (0,) in K. The character 26, of L on U is induced from a linear character on its subgroup M, given schematically by Thus, L acts imprimitively on U, with a system of imprimitivity whose blocks are one-dimensional.
In fact, since the L-set L/M is equivalent to the L-set of nonzero vectors in F:, one can choose a basis (v,)~ E F;,. of U such that the imprimitive system for L is the collection of (0,) for a E Fi \ 0 and g( oa) = ( ugn) for g E L. Interpreting u,, as u~~,~,~~, the U-basis can be extended to the K-basis <uJ, E F;. We shall turn these observations into an explicit description of K as an The foilowing set T is a set of left coset representatives for M in L:
For nonzero a E Fi, denote by t, the unique element in T with a = t,d. We then set v, = tovd. Now, to compute gv, for g E L and nonzero a E Fi, observe that there are t E T and h E M with gto = th so that
This explicitly determines the representation of L on U, the 26dimensional L-module referred to in Theorem B. Note that vl)d and u _d are onedimensional M-modules with characters A and h2, respectively. As vU is L-fured, we have arrived at a fully explicit description of K as an L-module. The character is denoted 26, in the Atlas. If I has characteristic 0, its reduction mod p for any prime other than 2 or 3 is irreducible.
For primes other than 13, this follows as the characteristic does not divide the order of the group. For 13 it is of defect 0 and is irreducible.
We shall use that M 1 K decomposes into three distinct one-dimensional modules (viz., v,,, ud, and 0-d) and an irreducible 2klimensional one (spanned by all other 0~1.
We next study the multiplication *, thereby exploiting its L-invariance. for all A, B E F,. Let X be the subgroup generated by all these elements. Then X z 3':2' and vo, I)~+~, v_~__~ are X-fKed vectors. It is straightforward to check using characters that dimC,(X) = 3.
It readily follows that C,( X> is generated by vo, D~+~, u_ d_ (,. In particular, there exist y, 6, E E F, such that vd * ve = yv, + CjZ)dqe + EZ)-,I_,.
Since L acts transitively on the unordered pairs {a, b} of linearly independent vectors a, b E F-f, by translations along elements of L, we can find similar expressions for all unordered pairs {v,, vb} from the basis (u,), for which a, b E F: are linearly independent. For instance, applying -("cl *(Pa * %z))* ('cl + "a) = p-l * #n)z 
The idea that such an expression exists can be found in [2] . The values of h vary with the coset representatives of M in L chosen, but once chosen, they are determined by the action and the choice of w as a cube root of 1. Our choice of cosets does not comply with Griess' formula, whence the difference of the above formula with the one in [2] .
Using (ud + u&y = 0; + 2Ud *u, + u," = l)_d + 2&'+, + UTe, we find from (7) and ( 
